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Although having remarkable mechanical properties, metallic glass is severely limited by the lack of toughness
and hardening ability which are among the basic requirements for structural and functional applications. Various
attempts have been made experimentally to address these issues but with very limited improvement. Here we
report a new attempt viamaterial design approach using finite elementmodeling.We deliberately introduce sta-
tistical heterogeneity into the metallic glass samples, i.e. free volume dispersity. We show that the plasticity and
toughness can be enhanced systematically with the increase of the heterogeneity and in certain circumstance
even apparent hardening can be achieved. We will discuss the underlying mechanisms and also possible design
of new metallic glass composites using the concept of heterogeneity dispersion.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Metallic glass (MG) is a structurally disordered alloy without the
long-range periodic atomic order. The atomic packing makes the MG
free of the structural defects and microstructures such as dislocations
and grain boundaries, both of which are commonly seen in crystals.
The lack of the structural feature gives rise to some remarkablemechan-
ical properties, such as high strength and large elastic limit as compared
to its crystalline counterparts, but at the same time, some of the dis-
abling shortcomings for structural and functional applications. The fore-
most is the lack of plasticity and associated toughness. For example,
under unconstrained deformation mode such as tension, there is little
plastic deformation. Therefore, MG in general appears brittle or has
low toughness, although a small number of systems exhibit incredible
toughness [1,2]. The brittleness is originated primarily from a deforma-
tion mechanism called shear localization (SL): when the yield point is
reached, metallic glass deforms plastically in narrow regions called
shear bands (SBs). Usually one or a fewbands develop and carry all plas-
tic strain, making the sample break in brittle manor. Therefore, the nat-
ural strategy to toughen MG is to enhance plasticity, specifically by
controlling shear banding. This has been done almost exclusively so
far by putting different types of inclusions into the glassy matrix
[3–10]. Both soft and hard crystalline phases have been tried and re-
cently certain specific phases with extended deformability such asMar-
tensites are used as well [11–14]. The heterogeneous phases act as a
barrier to shear band formation and propagation. Although in some
nce and Engineering, Georgia
cases extended plasticity or toughness has been achieved, the desired
hardening as well as tensile ductility has not been obtained for all
systems.

The underlying mechanism of strain localization is related to chang-
es in local atomic packing, primarily the open space around atoms, or
free volumes (FVs) [15,16]. The more free volumes there are either ini-
tially present in the sample or through subsequent deformation, the
softer the metallic glass is and more prone to develop SL. Harder or
stronger inclusions can certainly block or alter the SB propagation as
seen in some composites and sometimes change shear banding initia-
tion [1–14]. But the presence of the heterogeneous phase with the MG
matrix causes stress concentration and incompatibility in deformation
strain, that can and often leads to detrimental result to the overall me-
chanical properties. Moreover, since it is difficult to control the inclu-
sions, i.e. their size, shape and dispersity, the improvement in gaining
toughness is often circumstantial and marginal. Therefore, to date little
is known about the design limit of the mechanical performance of MG
and its composites.

Since the major cause for failure in MG and composites is related to
deformation incompatibility, if these effects could be alleviated or recti-
fied, better MGs and composites could be made. This can be realized
through designing dispersity of free volumes. Two types of design pa-
rameters are relevant: (1) the size, shape, and density of the different
glassy regions and (2) the magnitude or concentration of free volumes
inside these regions. The former is related to the spatial heterogeneity,
and the latter the material information, which as shown below can be
manipulated through statistical methods. There are two scenarios for
the design ideas, one is the conventional crystal-in-glass composite
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and the second is the “glass-in-glass” system, monolithic or composite.
In the former, abrupt structural and compositional change occurs across
the amorphous-crystal interface and the different deformation behav-
iors of the two phases exist and in the latter these properties can be
tuned and may be effectively controlled. For example, the free volume
concentration inside each region can vary smoothly while the overall
structure of the sample is kept amorphous.We call it statistical heteroge-
neity. In this paper we shall focus on this route and its consequence in
improving mechanical properties in MG and possibly its composites.
We show thatwith the increase of the statistical heterogeneity, theplas-
ticity and toughness can be enhanced systematically and in certain cir-
cumstances, even “work hardening” can be achieved.

The idea is carried out by two steps. The first is to generate the statis-
tical heterogeneity and the second to perform deformation simulation to
measure the corresponding mechanical properties. The test samples are
prepared by assigning free volumes, υ(r), at specific location r in a sam-
ple. As mentioned above, we can vary υ(r) either spatially to generate
certain patterns or statistically by focusing on a specific spatial pattern
but with free volumes with different variance and magnitude. Here we
shall limit ourselves to the latter for simplicity in illuminating the con-
cept, while the former will be presented in a separate publication.

Specifically, for a given spatial FV distribution we vary the magni-
tude and variance of the free volumes υ(r) drawn from a certain statis-
tical distribution P(υ). Often randomly dispersed free volumes following
a Gaussian distribution are considered for MGs [17–19]. In this work, a
more general approach is considered. There are two statistical parame-
ters that one can manipulate, the mean and variance of the free vol-
umes. We have learned that the variance or dispersity seems to have
unusual power in leveraging the plasticity of metallic glasses. For this
reason, we designed a series of samples with different variances of
free volume.

To systematically produce the variance and compare the results, we
chose to use beta distribution function. There are two additional rea-
sons: Firstly, unlike Gaussian, beta distribution has finite cut-off, so it
is easy to model the FVs because in real samples the FVs are bounded
from above and below. Secondly, the variance can be made symmetric
(or asymmetric) which is easy for characterizing the results. In this
work, all samples are produced with the free volume obtained via the
transformation relation 0.04Beta(a, b) + 0.03 with a and b being the
two parameters characterizing the Beta distribution with a different
standard deviation (see Table 1). The range of the free volumes is limit-
ed from 0.03 to 0.07 with the mean at 0.05; the variance is changed by
varying a and b.

The mechanical properties are obtained by using a finite element
modeling. In thiswork, we use an elasto-plastic constitutivemodelmod-
ified to incorporate explicitly the free volume variation in metallic glass.
The technical details can be found in Refs. 17–19. Here we give only a
brief description. First, the deformation is decomposed into elastic and
plastic part, εij = εijel + ε ij

pl, where εijel is the elastic strain of an isotropic

sample and dεpli j ¼ dλ ∂g
∂σ i j

the plastic flow equation for the plastic poten-

tial function gðσ i jÞ ¼ b0I1 þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3 J2

p
−K from the Drucker–Prager (DP)

type of yield surface function, λ the plastic deformation parameter relat-
ed to free volume change, σij the Cauchy stress, and I1 the first invariant
Table 1
The standard deviation (SD) of the free volumes and the corresponding parameter a and b
used in symmetric (A to E) and asymmetric (F and G) beta distribution.

System a b SD, 10−3 Mean

A 50 50 2.0 0.05
B 5 5 6.0 0.05
C 1 1 11.5 0.05
D 0.5 0.5 14.2 0.05
E 0.1 0.1 18.3 0.05
F 5 7 5.5 0.0483
G 7 5 5.5 0.0517
of σij and J2 the second invariant of the deviatoric stress. The effective

stress and strain are σDP ¼ a0I1 þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3 J2

p
and dεpleff ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=3dεpli j dε

pl
i j

q
. a′, b′

and K are constant; and we have a′ = b′, or associated flow rule in this
work.

The plastic strain parameter is connected to the free volume produc-

tion [19,20] viaε
� pl
eff ¼ 2 f expð−αv�

�
v f
Þ expð− ΔGm

kBT
Þ sinhð τΩ

2kBT
Þand ∂v f

∂t ¼ v�

f expð−αv�
�
v f
Þ expð− ΔGm

kBT
Þ½2αkBTvvS

ð coshð τΩ
2αkBT

Þ−1Þ− 1
nD

þ κ∇2vf � , where

vf is the mean free volume, α a geometrical factor close to 1, v* the
hard-sphere volume of atom, kB the Boltzmann constant, Ω the atomic
volume, τ the shear stress, ΔGm the activation energy, f the frequency
of atomic vibration, T temperature, nD the number of atomic jumps
needed to annihilate a free volume equal to v* which ranges between
3 and 10, and S ¼ E

3ð1−μÞ, where E is the Young's modulus and μ Poisson

ratio, and κ the free volume gradient coefficient.
We solve the above nonlinear equations for vf and εij. The material

tangent Dijklep = ∂Δσij/∂Δεkl is implemented in ABAQUS finite element
software through a UMAT subroutine. We use bulk metallic glass
Zr41.25Ti13.75Ni10Cu12.5Be22.5 as an example and the related material pa-
rameters can be found in Ref. 19. The samples are kept at 300K andhave
the periodic boundary conditions and 7500 regular mesh elements.
Plane strain tension and compression load are applied to the samples
with the strain rate of 0.1/s. In the followingwe shall present the results
on a typical case with the FV bounded in the range between 0.03 and
0.07 around the mean at 0.05. The variance or statistical heterogeneity
is selected by varying a and b (see Table 1).

The tensile stress–strain relations are shown in Fig. 1. For case A
which has the smallest standard deviation at 0.002 around the mean,
the stress–strain relation follows that typical for metallic glasses
[17–20]: an elastic regime before yielding which is marked by the devi-
ation from the linear elastic behavior using the 0.2% off-set method, and
when the stress reaches themaximumvalue, a precipitous drop follows.
The rapid stress decline within a short strain range indicates brittleness
of the sample. Since theperiodic boundary conditions are used, the sam-
ple cannot be sheared off and thus the stress does not drop to zero as
often seen in experiment. As the variance increases further, we observe
that the strain range in which the peak stress drops to a stable value be-
comes further extended. For example, for case B with a standard devia-
tion of 0.006, the strain range is 5.3% larger. However, the peak stress
and the yield stress get smaller, which suggests that the gaining in plas-
ticity is at the cost of the strength for the glass-in-glass model.

Note that the free volume dispersion in cases A and B follows the dis-
tribution resembling closely a truncated Gaussian [21]. Further, we real-
ize that by simply increasing the variance if the distribution remains
Fig. 1. The tensile stress–strain relations versus the applied strain in the samples from
Table 1.
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Gaussian-like, the stress–strain relation remains qualitatively the same
as shown in cases A and B. At the extreme case C where the free volume
follows a random uniform distribution, the stress–strain relation be-
haves qualitatively the same as in case A and B.

To break this trend, a different distribution and dispersion of free
volume must be considered, which leads us to cases D and E where
the variance is enlarged while the mean remains the same. Specifically,
we chose the free volume that follows the symmetric beta distribution.
The free volumes generated have two peaks, onewith high and another
with low free volume. This strategy results in a fundamentally different
result. The stress–strain curve in Fig. 1 shows thatwhenwe disperse the
free volumes on the mesh points with increasing dispersity, the stress–
strain curve becomes stabilized, that is, the sudden stress drop from the
maximum value disappears in case D; and even starts to recover from
the drop and rises up again in case E. This dramatic turnaround as the
function of the free volume dispersity indicates not only the improved
plasticity but also strengthening and even “hardening”.

The strength ismeasured by the yield stressσyield and the peak stress
σmax which can be easily obtained from the stress–strain curves. The
plastic strain needs to be defined specifically here. As the failure strain
in the modeling is finite, we define this strain as that corresponding to
the falling stress σfailure after it reaches themaximumvalueσmax. Specif-
ically,σ failure ¼ 1

2 ðσmax þ σ steadyÞ, whereσsteady is the steady stress when
the stress falls to (experimentally it is often zero as the sample shears
off). The failure strain εfailure corresponding toσfailure can thus be located.
Using εfailure, we can define a measure of plasticity between εfailure and
the yield strain εyield corresponding to the yield stress σyield, Δε =
εfailure − εyield. Obviously, the larger Δε is, the larger the total plasticity.
Another measure takes into account the difference in the stress drops,
Δσdrop = σmax − σfailure and the corresponding strain change, Δεdrop =

(εmax− εfailure), that is,β ¼ Δεdrop=ðΔσdrop

σ failure
Þ. β is actually the failure strain

range when the system stress drops from the maximum to the failure
stress weighted by the stress drop. It thus measures the elongation
per stress drop, or the “surviving” plastic strainwhen failure occurs. Ob-
viously the smaller Δσdrop and/or larger Δεdrop is, the larger β, and the
larger the plasticity. Clearly, β is applicable only for cases A to D but
not for case E where Δσdrop is not well defined; but Δε is applicable for
all cases.

In Fig. 2 we summarize the change of the plastic strain as well as
strength in different samples. For cases A to C, an increase in the vari-
ance clearly leads to improvement of plasticity but marginal, as shown
by both Δε and β; and the increase in the plasticity is compensated by
Fig. 2. The peak stress, yield stress, and plastic strain in different cases with the corre-
sponding free volume dispersity. The number of case labeled as 1 to 5 corresponds to
cases A to E. Two cases, F and G, with asymmetric free volumes are also shown. The
lines are the guide for the eyes.
the loss of strength. However, for cases D and E, the plastic strain mea-
sured byΔε increases dramatically; in addition, the peak stress in case E
increases, indicating not only toughening but also “work hardening”
ability.

The shift in themechanical behaviors is originated from the different
dispersity of free volume. Cases D and E practically follow bimodal dis-
persion where the large free volumes are intermixed randomly with
the small ones. The mesh points with large free volumes are softer
and thus deform easily, while those with small ones are more rigid
and would show delay in deformation. When mixed, they contribute
to plasticity and strength in complex and yet predictable ways: (1) the
softer parts deform at low stress and contribute a large part to plasticity,
(2) the rigid parts contribute to plasticity also, but mainly through
blocking the local shear deformation initiated in the softer region first
and later on the shear band propagation in itself, and (3) the rigid
parts also contribute to strengthening the system through the rule of
mixing, which is manifested as the rise of the peak stress or apparent
“work hardening”.

The above mechanism is captured unambiguously from the evolu-
tion of the local strain and free volume from the two extreme examples
for the brittle to ductile change, cases A and E. They show very different
local strain (Figs. 3 and 4 (a)–(d)) and free volume and (Figs. 3 and 4
(e)–(h)). For Case A, the local deformation initiates at the soft mesh
points and is distributed uniformly in early stage deformation
Fig. 3. The local strain (a to d) and free volume (e to h) distribution in the brittle sample A
at different applied external tensile strains: (a & e) 0.024, (b & f) 0.025, (c & g) 0.050, and
(d & h) 0.10. The color scheme is arbitrary to reflect the best visual effect: the warmer the
color, the higher the local strain and volume.



Fig. 4. The local strain (a to d) and free volume (e to h) distribution in the ductile sample E
at different applied external tensile strains: (a & e) 0.018, (b & f) 0.040, (c & g) 0.067, and
(d & h) 0.10. The color scheme is arbitrary to reflect the best visual effect: the warmer the
color, the higher the local strain and volume.
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(Fig. 3(a) and (e)); and as the deformation continues, the local strain re-
gions become extended to include other nearbymesh point regions and
then connected at larger deformation (Fig. 3(b) and (c) and (f) and (g))
and eventually localized at large strain (Fig. 3(d) and (h)). The sample
has many localized deformation zones including the ones causing the
final failure.

In contract, in the ductile case E, initial deformation started at the
soft mesh points continues to be localized around their original location
(Fig. 4(a) and (e)); and as the deformation continues, the deformation
regions are still restricted to their original location although more new
deformed regions are created elsewhere including those with larger
free volumes (Fig. 4(b) and (c) and (f) and (g)). When localized regions
have finally developed, the deformation bands do not look smooth and
straight as in Case A, rather rugged and zigzag with many side bands
(Fig. 4(d) and (h)). Contrast to case A, the localized deformation zones
are spread more widely and no through shear band across the sample
forms at larger deformation. When finally the hard regions begin to de-
form at large deformation, the new and the already-deformed regions
become intertwined, leading to the apparent “hardening” effect seen
in the stress–strain curves.

In summary, we have systematically investigated the possibilities of
making tough and strong metallic glasses. By exploiting the statistical
heterogeneity or dispersity of free volume, we are able to see clearly
the variation of free volume and its effects on plasticity. While the
mean free volume does little to change the plasticity (see the asymmet-
ric distribution and its effects in Figs. 1 and 2), when changed from that
of Gaussian-like to bimodal distribution with increasing dispersity, the
metallic glasses start to exhibit a fundamental shift in their mechanical
behaviors: thematerial can be toughened and even “hardened” if prop-
er heterogeneity is introduced. The mechanism is the combined contri-
bution from the softer and harder regions— the soft region contribute to
plasticity and so is the harder region which is manifested primarily
through blocking the localized deformation in the soft regions. At larger
deformation, the hard region starts to deform and contributes to
strengthening and when the deformation in the soft and hard regions
begin to interact strongly, “hardening” can be achieved.

Themechanism revealed from computationmodeling suggests a vi-
able route to toughenmetallic glass by introducing heterogeneity free of
structural discontinuity, the “glass-in-glass” composite made of hard
and soft metallic glasses. However, in making this new MG composite,
onemust face other issues both practical and basic to design and under-
standing of these materials. One is the relevant length scale. In this work,
the heterogeneity is only limited to the mesh size. What happens if we
introduce spatial variations or heterogeneities? And is there an optimal
size of the heterogeneity that could allow us to obtain the maximum
strength and toughness? The second is the structure and mechanical
properties of the interfacial regions between the heterogeneities. Clear-
ly, themechanical properties and shape and size of interfaces are crucial
to the overall mechanical response of MG composites, which is themo-
tivation behind the recent exploitation of the interface in the so-called
nanoglass [21,22]. Finally, thermal diffusion assisted annihilation
reduces the effectiveness of the FV heterogeneity. How high this tem-
perature limit is needs to be studied. We shall address these issues
subsequently.
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